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ABSTRACT
Activogue: A fashion forward activity tracker
Within this report you will read about Activogue, a fashion forward
piece of jewellery that measures the actual and perceived physical
activity level of the user. The importance of measuring the perceived physical activity level is that people who are “unconsciously
unaware” of their own (in)activity patterns are unlikely to change
their lifestyle (Leslie Spencer, Troy B. Adams, Sarah Malone, Lindsey Roy, Elizabeth Yost, 2006).
By providing a design that stimulates change in consciousness of
the user, raising awareness during their physical activities and of
their activity patterns, the eventual activity pattern might change.
A British study, on the perceived and actual physical activity level
of children between the ages 9 to 10 (Corder, van Sluijs, McMinn,
Ekelund, Cassidy, Grif- fin, 2010) , and the study of my previous research semester indicate that there is a negative difference in actual
and perceived activity level. Many of the current activity trackers
do not implement the perceived activity level within their intervention and only present the actual physical activity level by use
of graphs and numbers. This is why the user is not encouraged to
become conscious of its unaware activity level.
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DESIGN BRIEF, M1.1 RESULTS
DESIGN CHALLENGE

This semester I continued with the results of my research project. Where I
investigated the differences between perception and reality when it comes
to the physical activity level of adults between the ages of 22 to 35.
Different Awareness Levels
One of the conclusions of the study
is that there seems to be a difference
in awareness for different activities.
Within the results there was observed
a difference in the amount of deviation in resolution for different activities.
Moreover, the perceived physical activity level is mostly not in line with the
actual physical activity level.
This observation seems to resemble the
difference in awareness for different
activities. Where walking during work
seems to be an unaware activity and
sporting an aware activity.
Overestimation of Activity Level
The second conclusion is that the results within the study, with a different
test group and a different recommended physical activity level, seem to be in

line with a British research (Corder, van
Sluijs, McMinn, Ekelund, Cassidy, Griffin, 2010). Within this research, it was
investigated if there is a significant difference in the perception (of both child
and parents) and the actual physical
activity level among children with age
9-10. The research hypothesized that
parents of children with a more favourable body composition are more likely
to overestimate their children’s activity
levels.
There are no factors that indicate that
the study of previous semester had a different conclusion. In fact, there are factors that indicate the same conclusion:
70% of the participants overestimated
their inactive day. So participants who
were inactive a specific day were more
likely to consider themselves more active that day.

RAISE AWARENESS
Investigate design opportunities where to
transform the unaware physical activities into
aware physical activities. And eventually trigger an aware state of mind during the physical
activities.

PERCEPTION OR REALITY?

When this state of awareness is reached among
adults, they are more capable to properly reflect
on their amount of daily physical activities.
This might increase the intrinsic motivation to
become more physically active.

STATEMENT NECKLACE

ACTIVOGUE

Activogue is a fashion forward piece of jewellery that measures the
actual and perceived physical activity level of the user.
Perceived Activity Level
By measuring the actual and perceived physical activity levels, Activogue distinguishes itself from other activity trackers that only measure the physical activity level.
The perceived physical activity level is based on the users’ awareness level while performing
a physical activity. By consciously playing with the crystals on the necklace, the user indicates that she is aware of her current activity. By measuring both levels, an activity pattern
can be created where aware and unaware activities can be distinguished.
Fashion Forward Piece of Jewellery
As a designer I believe there is a strong psychological and physical connection between
how someone feels and the way someone perceives himself. Where the things the person
wears have a strong influence on how this self-image is created. By providing a fashion forward piece of jewellery, a statement necklace, I am aiming to influence the users’ self-image
positively and thus influence their mood.
Moreover, the results of a small study indicated that the current activity trackers are perceived as masculine and sportive by females between the age of 22 and 28 years old who
wear jewellery more than 5 days a week and are not willing to wear them. Whether they
indicated that a bracelet should be feminine and easy to combine.

ACTIVOGUE

modelled by Terri Koonings
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SOCIETAL ISSUE
The lack of physical activities, in combination with unhealthy
nutrition patterns, is one of the major causes of chronic diseases in the modern western world
Trans Theoretical Model
People who are “unconsciously unaware” of their own (in)activity patterns
are unlikely to change their lifestyle
(Leslie Spencer, Troy B. Adams, Sarah
Malone, Lindsey Roy, Elizabeth Yost,
2006). Based upon the Trans Theoretical Model, in order for people to develop a healthier lifestyle, one of the first
steps is to analyse their current activity

patterns; both based upon real data as
well as on their own perception of their
physical activity patterns.
Perceived Activity Level
A British research indicated that parents of children with a more favourable body composition are more likely
to overestimate their children’s activity levels (Corder, van Sluijs, McMinn,

Ekelund, Cassidy, Grif- fin, 2010).
Within the study previous semester it
was indicated that adults often overestimated the amount of daily physical activities when the day was inactive. Both
studies indicate that there is a negative
difference in actual and perceived activity level.
Many of the current activity trackers do
not implement the perceived activity
level within their intervention and only
present the actual physical activity level
by use of graphs and numbers. This is
why the user is not encouraged to become conscious of its unaware activity
level.
Awareness
As said, people who are unconsciously
unaware of their own activity pattern

are unlikely to change their lifestyle.
By providing a design that stimulates
change in consciousness of the user,
raises awareness during their physical
activities and of their activity patterns,
the eventual activity pattern might
change.
This is a slightly different approach from
the current activity trackers. Where a
change in activity pattern might occur
by raising awareness of their activity
pattern when providing the actual data.
Within this approach, the stimulation
of awareness during the activity is not
encouraged. While such an aware state
of mind might influence decision making during an activity, as the time span
between time of awareness and actual
action is a lot smaller.
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Process

PERCEIVED ACTIVITY LEVEL

Besides measuring the physical activity level, Activogue should also measure the perceived
activity level of the wearer. By designing an interaction that is performed when the user is
aware of the current activity, this perceived level could be measured. By measuring both
levels, an activity pattern can be created where aware and unaware activities can be distinguished.
Exploring Interactions
When designing the interaction that indicates a state of awareness, I searched for interactions that balanced between a natural
interaction with a necklace and an interaction that takes an effort so it has to be done
consciously. This resulted in three different
explorations with three different purposes
(see next page).
Evaluation Interactions
To evaluate the bracelets I asked three participants to wear one of the bracelets, with
the indented interaction, for 5 days. After
that period, they were individually present-

ed the other two bracelets and its context
of use.
What was interesting is that the participants evaluated the third bracelet, the
leather band with sliders, as the most useful one, to stimulate an aware state of mind
during an activity. This was due to the fact
that the performed interaction had a specific purpose: sliding the sliders over the
leather band. Furthermore, the participants
were very interested to see what their activity pattern was and indicated being curious how the data would look like when the
aware activities were deviated from the unaware activities.

1.
REMINDER

2.
PLAYFUL INTERACTION

3.
MEMORY INTERACTION

A slightly heavy-weighted chain bracelet that should be worn loose by the user.
While wearing, the weight of the bracelet
will make the bracelet shift when changing positions. The movement of shifting
the bracelet to its normal position or feeling the weight of the bracelet on the user’s
hand, may function as a reminder for the
user to be conscious of its current activity.

The second bracelet consists out of two
parts: an elastic band and a chain. The fitting of the bracelet should be tight. When
being aware of the activity, the user should
play with the bracelet: pulling the elastic,
playing with the chain or turning it around
the wrist.

The third bracelet is made of a leather band
and gold sliders. The fitting of the bracelet
should be normal. When being aware of the
activity, the user should slide one of the sliders over the leather band to the other side of
the leather band. As there are 5 sliders, they
may function as a mnemonic to count the
amount of aware activities.
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Measuring Interaction
To actually integrate the perceived activity level, the interaction that indicates a state of awareness should be
measured. During this period of the process, a statement
necklace was already made that could measure the physical activity level (see pg. 19). One interaction that suited a
natural interaction with a necklace but still required some
conscious effort would be to play with the attached ornaments. So the next challenge was to measure when the
user was playing with these ornaments.
Sensing the Interaction
To see how I could measure this interaction I started
searching for different sensors. As I was working with
a wearable, I quickly experienced the value of conductive thread as a stretch sensor. Where the resistance of
the sensor would change when it would be touched and
played with.
The initial idea was that the stretch sensor could replace
one of the chains, of the 10, within the necklace. Lightweighted ornament crystals would be placed on this
stretch sensor. When playing and pulling the ornaments,
the resistance of the sensor would change and thus indicate a state of awareness.
Even though, the conductive thread seemed a good opportunity to be used as a stretch sensor, it actually wasn’t.
After exploring different ways of knitting the stretch sen-

sor and using different materials to combine with the
conductive thread, the integration with the necklace remained incoherent. The necklace was a fashion forward
piece of jewellery while the sensor was soft and knitted.
To make the stretch sensor still valuable but not visible, it
was placed at the end of the necklace and thus at the back
of the wearer. By pulling the entire necklace, the wearer
would indicate a state of awareness.
Forcing Implementation of Technology
While asking Maarten Versteeg, as jewellery expert, about
his opinion, he made me realize I was forcing to implement the working technology within the design. Within
the process of creating a sensor, I completely tunnelled in
force fitting this technology instead of taking a step back
and realizing what the essence of the sensor should be:
measuring a specific interaction, playing with the ornaments.
Eventually, by use of a silver leaf wrapping around the
back of the crystal, I could use the crystal as a capacitive
sensor where the resistance changed when touched.
Live Chart
To visualise the measured data: physical and perceived
physical activity level, a live chart in Processing is created.
Within this chart, the difference in aware and unaware
activities is visible by difference in colour.

SENSING
INTERACTION
Top: left - right, knitted stretch sensor,
touch sensor conductive wool, adding
extra layer of elastic knit
Bottom: left - right, live graph, silver leaf
capsense, stretch sensor LightBlue Bean,
live graph Processing
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Process

DESIGN FASHION
FORWARD JEWELLERY
As a designer I believe there is a strong psychological and physical connection
between how someone feels and the way someone perceives himself. Where
the things the person wears have a strong influence on how this self-image is
created. From my own female perspective, the current activity trackers will not
positively influence my self-image while wearing. However this is ofcourse the
opinion of one person.
From my designer perspective I have the feeling that the current activity trackers like Jawbone, Misfit and Fitbit are trying to cover one target group: everybody interested in health and sports. Whether I believe that within that target
group (and maybe outside that target group), there are multiple different target
groups. So for these different target groups, the function and look of the wearable should be adjusted and not only by change of colour what is often done
within the current products.
So in other words, I believe that there is a mismatch between the look of the
current activity trackers and the needs of the different target groups.

JAWBONE
UP3
Activity Tracking, Sleep Tracking, Smart
Coach and Heart Health in two colours
available.

MISFIT
SHINE
Activity + Sleep Monitor in multiple
colours and upgrades available.

FITBIT
CHARGE HR
Heart Rate + Activity Wristband in
multiple colours available.
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INTEGRATION
LIGHTBLUE BEAN
Top: left - right, painting crystal ornament,
explorations integrating LightBlue Bean
Bottom: left - right, 3D print crystal ornament, placement of LightBlue Bean, final
statement necklace with Bean integrated

Statement Necklace
When aiming for a wearable that influences the user’s selfimage positively, I decided to design a fashion forward piece
of jewellery: a statement necklace. A statement necklace has
very outspoken characteristics and is often the ‘head-piece’ of
an outfit, which can transform an outfit that is perceived as
simple into a daring and stylish one.
As said, statement necklaces are recognized by their outspoken characteristics that often leads in bright colours or big elements. The practical value of a statement necklace would be
that these big elements can be used to integrate technology.
Wireless Communication
When using a statement necklace as a wearable that will measure physical activities, it is very important that the measurement can be done wireless.
The LightBlue Bean is a Bluetooth Arduino microcontroller
with accelerometer and temperature meter that runs on a coin
cell battery and would be optimal to include in the wearable,
as it is relatively small. So by using the LightBlue Bean, it was
possible to communicate, via Bluetooth 4.0, the values of an
accelerometer to a computer or smart phone, wireless.
Exploring Integrating of LightBlue Bean
I started to explore different ways to integrate the LightBlue
Bean within braids and chains. Even though the original chain
or braid was as thick as a LightBlue Bean, it was quite obvious
that the integration of both made it thicker. So to integrate the

Bean properly, it should replace some of the original materials
or be in a separate element of the necklace.
Crystal Ornament
As statement necklaces often contain big elements, I decided
to design a necklace with one main element, shaped as a crystal ornament, which would be big enough to place the LightBlue Bean. This element would be the centre of the necklace
and small chains in different shapes would be draped from the
element to the enclosure.
Storing values on Smart Phone
The measured data of the LightBlue Bean could be communicated to smart phones and computers with Bluetooth 4.0.
Even though I was able to read and store the values on the
computer, storing the values on the smart phone was as many
things, more complicated than originally expected.
To eventually read and store the values of the accelerometer on
a smart phone, it was necessary to write a separate application.
Luckily, Sander Bogers was also using LightBlue Beans within
his PHD research and had written an application that read and
stored the accelerometer values on the smart phone.
Unfortunately the application did not worked as desired. The
application only ran for a few hours and sometimes only for
just a few minutes and then crashed. As I did not had the expertise and Sander did not had the time to figure out why the
application crashed, I rested the idea of using the necklace as a
tool to test separately from the computer.
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Redesign Upgrade Misfit
To explore how I could transform a current activity monitor to a fashion forward piece of jewellery, I designed an
upgrade for the Misfit Shine. I choose
the Misfit, as it actually is a very elegant
product. Because of the shape and materials, it would integrate very well in a
more luxurious bracelet.
I designed a casing with Solidwork
that eventually would be 3D printed

in stainless steel. I choose for stainless steel because the Misfit contains a
magnet and would stick to the casing,
therefore there was no need for a cover.
This makes it possible for the user to
choose a side: function or look. I choose
to print it in 3 different colours, original stainless steel, nickel and gold coating. Within the design I created small
openings so different bracelets can be
attached, depending on the outfit.

REDESIGN MISFIT
A new upgrade of the Misfit Shine in three different colours.
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RESEARCH
Conducting a small study to indicate how current activity trackers are evaluated and explore where there is room for design
Study
Within the process I started with an
assumption where I believed there is a
mismatch between the look of the current activity trackers and the needs of
the different target groups. Furthermore as a designer I am especially interested in providing a product that
may positively influence a self-image.
However besides designing a fashion
forward piece of jewellery, I wanted to
conduct a small study to indicate how
current activity trackers were evaluated

and explore where there is room for design.
Set-up of Study
Within this semester I followed the
module Analysing Experimental Data
from Jean-Bernard Martens. Where one
of the feedback notes I received was that
the way the questions were formulated
was not the proper way. To prevent this
within this study, I arranged a meeting
with Jean-Bernard Martens. Within this
meeting I proposed my setup, a quan-

titative survey, and asked for advice to
formulate the questions. However, he
quickly pointed out the fact that each
question I would formulate, based on
my opinion, would influence the participant’s answer. Then the purpose of the
survey would be if they would share my
opinion and not to evaluate the current
activity trackers.
Qualitative Interviews
The advice of Jean-Bernard was to take
a step back and create the quantitative
survey based on qualitative interviews.
Within these interviews, the participant
was presented two activity trackers at a
time (total of five trackers) and asked
how they would evaluate both bracelets
by comparing them to the other. On
the basis of these evaluations, important characteristics to judge the trackers

would be mentioned.
Eventually five interviews were conducted that resulted into nine important characteristics.
Quantitative Survey
To create the quantitative survey, the
characteristics were the basis of statements. Within the survey, the participant would rank to what extent they
agreed or disagreed with the statement
for a specific bracelet. In total there
were ten statements, the first nine based
on the characteristic and the tenth to
indicate the willingness of wearing
the bracelet. The participants evaluated eight bracelets according to these
statements. Moreover, the participants
indicated to what extent the different
characteristics were of importance for
a bracelet. To enlarge the design frame,
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two of the bracelets were not activity trackers.
To see the setup of the survey, see appendix pg.
30.
Results
The quantitative survey was conducted by ten
females between the age of 21 and 28 years.
80% of the participants wear jewellery on a
daily base and the others at least 4 days a week.
Before the analysis could start, the results were
imported in the program Illmo, an alternative
program of SPSS written by Jean-Bernard Martens. Within this program a 2D pattern of the
different characteristics and bracelets could be
created. Within this 2D pattern, the characteristics represented different axes and the bracelets were scaled in relation to these axes. The
perpendicular distance of the axis to the bracelet, represented the relation.
The one thing that was not visible within this
2D pattern was the importance of the characteristic within a bracelet. So these results were
imported separately within Illmo, where a

graph represented the differences between the
different characteristics.
To combine both results, an infographic was
created. The 2D pattern was presented the
same but the importance of characteristics is
represented in its font-size.
Analysis
The two bracelets that are not activity trackers are the Memi (the silver bracelet, on the
left top) and the Selah Cuff (the gold one, bottom left), which are both notification bracelets.
Almost all the activity trackers, except for the
Tory Burch Fitbit (the gold one on the left middle), are on the right side of the pattern.
As seen on the font-size, the characteristics on
the right side of the pattern are the ones that
were evaluated as least important for a bracelet. The important characteristics are on the left
side of the pattern.
Based upon these observations it is possible
to indicate that there is a design direction that
needs further development.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FMP
I have decided to continue with this project during my graduation. I believe
there is much potential within this intervention to facilitate opportunities to
improve activity patterns.

Higher Level of Awareness
Currently the way to indicate an aware state of mind is to play with the crystals of
the necklace. When exploring different interactions, I searched for an interaction
that would feel natural for the wearer but still takes an effort so she consciously
indicates an aware state of mind.
For the next iteration I want to investigate different interactions that aims for a
higher level of awareness during the activity. Where it could be interesting that the
way to interact with the necklace is in line with the performed activity. For example
by playing with elements of the necklace while stroking in a certain pace coherent
with the tempo of the performed activity. Or playing with a different element of the
necklace represents a different activity. Even though I am aiming for a higher level

of awareness, the balance of the natural feeling of the interaction and the effort that
it takes should be maintained.
Inseparable In- and Output
For many of the current activity trackers the in- and output are separated in two
parts. Often these two parts are a wearable that measures the activity pattern and
an application on a mobile phone that presents the measured data. In this case, the
only object that is placed within daily life is the wearable.
My aim is to integrate the in- and output within one wearable so they are inseparable from each other and are both placed within daily life. This could be achieved
by for example making the gloss of the wearable variable, depending on the level of
awareness or activity pattern, measured by the wearable.
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APPENDIX

5. Tory Burch - Fitbit

Set-up Quantitative Survey
1. Memi

Bracelets - Order see pictures on right page

1. Jewellery
2. Feminine
3. Masculine
4. Unisex
1
5. Sportive
totally
6. Tough
disagree
7. Luxurious
8. Gracefull
9. Easy to Combine
10. Wanting to Wear

8. Jawbone Up - Pink

Ranking
2

3

4
neutral

6. Jawbone Up3
5

6

7
totally
agree

3. Selah Cuff

4. Misfit Shine

7. Nike Fuel

2. Jawbone Up
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